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Auditorium To Be Completed January First

Additional $116,000 To Be Spent on Swimming Pool, Seats, Locker, and Shower Rooms.

With work on the plans for Tech's proposed swimming pool nearing completion, prospects are bright for an early start on construction. Completion of the plans and subsequent approval of them by the only factors holding up the start of construction work.

Work on the auditorium proper will be completed by January 1, it is estimated. Within a very few weeks after that time, work on the pool and installation of bleacher seats in the auditorium will have started, but whether the building will be ready for use this year is doubtful.

Up to the present time, the project has cost Tech approximately $200,000. When the new construction work will boost the cost is additional $116,000. This number includes the cost of providing seats for 2000 persons in addition to the pool and locker and shower rooms.

Until work is started on the pool, the interior of the building will be unfinished. Installation of the interior laying of the floor, and installation of heating will be undertaken immediately, now that the pool is ready. The necessity for this delay is in the fact that the lockers and shower rooms for the pool will be placed under the stands.

Skull and Key Offers Soph Scholastic Cup

A cup will be presented on Honor Day to the Sophomore having the highest scholastic average for the first term. Skull and Key, sophomore honorary fraternity. The Skull and Key is the fraternity that will be inviting this presentation, will have the desire that it will encourage the Sophomores in attaining the highest scholastic averages. This cup will be presented during the Honor Day exercises each year.

Weird, Unaccountable Antics Mark Civil Crew Initiation

Citizens of Atlanta were startled yesterday by a group of young offenders marching through the streets in white-gang fashion. The hardened criminals created all sorts of disturbances as they marched through the streets in white-gang fashion. Although their worst crime was the wearing membership in the merciful white civil crew. With concrete cylinders on their shoulders, they struck their way up to Atlanta, the night they arrived as the Henry Grady Monument, where the initiates performed the pleasant task of introducing strange females to the active men. And we say active, we mean active, by who proceeded on the asinine, playing the drums, while all manner of femininity was escorted out. Some were completely horrified, some were pleased, but all were greatly nonplussed.

If, the day was enlivened by that dignified pastime of rolling a peanut along a busy sidewalk with one's probabilities. Naturally, the initiates enjoyed this immensely.

Then, to the audience of "one, two, three, four"...the young gentlemen did perform amusing calisthenics with the aforementioned concrete cylinders. By this time a large group of spectators had gathered. This group included several of our bees, superannuated guardsmen of law and order...the girls.

The day's program was further enlivened by marching, in the manner of men paying their debt to society, to Davison's, where, to the beautiful accompaniment of no music whatsoever, the initiates vocalized. Slightly off key, and raggedly, they twanged their vacillating string instrument, for the entertainment of several deaf listeners-in. This varied program was topped off with a series of several yells in true Tech style.

A.M. Schwartz Added To Teaching Staff

Among the new additions to the Georgia Tech faculty is Mr. A.M. Schwartz, who has recently been added to the Aeronautical engineering staff.

Mr. Schwartz took his undergraduate work at Washington University in St. Louis and two years of graduate work at Stanford. Since finishing his work at Stanford, he has been connected with the Northrop Corporation at the Los Angeles municipal airport.

From Los Angeles, where he has been directly connected with the practical side of aeronautical engineering, Mr. Schwartz comes to Tech as an instructor in the research laboratory in both undergraduate and graduate work.

Mr. Schwartz states that his first impressions of Tech have been most favorable and that those with whom he has been in contact have shown him the true southern hospitality.

Mr. Schwartz believes that the teaching and research side of aeronautics will be more impossible than he believed.

Fulmer Speaks Before Tech A.T.E.E.

Tom Fuller, Southeastern manager of the Westinghouse Electric Company, addressed the Tech chapter of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers Friday morning at 11 o'clock.

Mr. Fuller discussed the Westinghouse Training School and its opportunities for the graduates in engineering.

The school, one of the first of its kind to be established, has much to offer a graduate of a technical school upon the completion of his senior year. In the estimation of Mr. Fuller, attendance at such a training course is much to be preferred to taking a

Emory University Marks Centennial Anniversary

Emory University commencement, its Centennial program on Friday, December 4, and will continue through Sunday, December 11. During the Centennial week some of the outstanding men of commerce attended and spoke at the meetings held in Glenn Memorial Auditorium on the Emory campus.

Press Day at the Emory Centennial was held today, with Mark Eisenhower, general manager of the Louisville (Ky.) Courier-Journal, as the principal speaker.

The Centennial week will come to a climax tomorrow when the Honor­

Football Team Given Rotary Luncheon

Tuesday at 12 o'clock, the Atlanta division of the International Rotary Club was host to the varsity football squad at the Capitol City Club. This is an annual affair and is more or less custom which was suggested by Mr. Knauss some fifteen years ago.

The football coaches were also present. During the luncheon, there were speeches made by Mr. Knauss, coach Alexander, and "Bill" Fitzsimons, captain of the varsity team.

Captain Filsimons stated that there would be a hard-fought football game against the University of California at Grant Field on December 29 after three weeks of steady practice. The different members of the squad were introduced to the Rotarians by Coach Alexander.

Mr. Knauss added that the Georgia Tech squad has been practicing with plenty of helmets flying and was three prisoners and one Tech man were to be sentenced for the first time in Tech history.

Football Squad Greets Ted Davison's, Where, to the Beautiful Accompaniment of Music, the Initiates Vocalized. Slightly Off Key, and Raggedly, They Twanged Their Vacillating String Instrument, for the Entertainment of Several Deaf Listeners-In. This Varied Program Was Topped Off with a Series of Several Yells in True Tech Style.

Delta Sigs Go To Jail, Too

As well as football before with the prisoners.

Delta Sigs Go To Jail—To Battle Prisoners To 04 Tie

Last Saturday the football team of the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary played its "homecoming" game before a large crowd of about 3,500 persons, the battle ending in a 0-0 tie. They played a team composed mostly of boys from the Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity with only a few outsiders taken on.

Although there were none of the old guard present the student body Prion Tigers were there to cheer 100 percent. I venture to say that no school in the country has a student body to compete with them on a percentage basis. There seemed to be something to those numerous gates and 50-foot walls lined with machine guns that attracted and held them to the campus.

If, the day was enlivened by that dignified pastime of rolling a peanut along a busy sidewalk with one's probabilities. Naturally, the initiates enjoyed this immensely.

Then, to the audience of "one, two, three, four"...the young gentlemen did perform amusing calisthenics with the aforementioned concrete cylinders. By this time a large group of spectators had gathered. This group included several of our bees, superannuated guardsmen of law and order...the girls.

The day's program was further enlivened by marching, in the manner of men paying their debt to society, to Davison's, where, to the beautiful accompaniment of no music whatsoever, the initiates vocalized. Slightly off key, and raggedly, they twanged their vacillating string instrument, for the entertainment of several deaf listeners-in. This varied program was topped off with a series of several yells in true Tech style.

Weird, Unaccountable Antics Mark Civil Crew Initiation

Citizens of Atlanta were startled yesterday by a group of young offenders marching through the streets in white-gang fashion. The hardened criminals created all sorts of disturbances as they marched through the streets in white-gang fashion. Although their worst crime was the wearing of helmets flying and was divided into 12-minute quarters. In fact three prisoners and one Tech man were to land the game due to its fierce competition.

Delta Sigs Go To Jail Too.
Tuskegee Institute Narratives

**Socially Speaking**

**Scoop—Flash—Scoop!**

Tech's parallel of the world-famous King Edward cake—Luther V. Horvath definitely has a new pop in his tail! Ms. H. Simpson. The thing is, she's the personable type of one, if so far, but in her case, not over the King in the fact that she has named him her "La-bee—"

And does "La-bee" eat it up?

The biggest event of the week-end will be the formal of the Sigma Nu fraternity. It promises to be the biggest and the best of the parties of the year. The Ramblers will do the swingin' and everyone on the campus has had their ideas on the matter, so they have this one swelled organization in town.

With all trying to forget Athens, we are looking forward to seeing the Golden Bears of California on December 26th. Each "football" season, I suppose, has some, of which some, of the best of the best have been played. It is a wonder that the great games, Capt. Mitzi Pitman will be cheerled by Leon Seiler, Robert, and Longshore, but we will all have the returning Sarah Horns to pull for him. More power to you fellows.

It seems that Sadie Camp has swapped in the Pi Kapp pin of Huff's for the Phi Sig Hoop of Alabama. Be careful, Hoop, there may be more Pi Kaps in the bushes. Since Jim O'Connell, and John Morgan from New Jersey, ran away from gay thrash on the play for Buchanan, he'll probably have to return to his first love, Mary Lee. We are still wondering whether Merriw Pop dropped a smile in the furnace at the Phi Ely dance. Also, if Fred Ragland knows which end his head is fastened on.

Red Collins has been seen out with very attractive Rebecca Jones. He must be holding up on some society. Naughty, naughty, Red. Bebe came back for a week-end of no weeks ago, and the Bulldog Parks was right there to take her to the Scientia party. No one can say that Gayton Runyon is fighting just as hard as looks like he's doing no better, although his sponsor is Pat McCann. He did a "Lotta" hunting up there last week-end. We had to come back with anything in the bag.

The news (?) about the Mid-Terms band which has been circulating around NAPS and the Seminary is entirely false. That first official news which will hit us later in the year, will be in the columns of The Technique. Funny how the girls get the stories on the bands so far ahead of the men who really know. However, it certainly depends on to do with any of us.

If anybody thinks that the "belle" of the ball in "Falling Water" was nothing but a Christmas gift for Harry Tedford. Hey, that, what would Country Living do? Ketty O'Donnell wasประสive the local atmosphere by Becky with his heavenly horn—thrilling, isn't it? Oddly enough, Ed Mattingly is the one who got the "Princess" for the "belle..."

McLean's date for the Briaerean dinner-dance, poor fellow. Confidentially, it's true that Edith, "the Brat," is knitting a little for us a quarterback for 1956. More congrats to Mr. and Mrs. Cantwell Ellis. He was a "Lotta" hunting up there last week-end. We wonder if he came back with anything in the bag.
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**Co-op Chatter**

These Georgia folks have certainly solved the problem of "living leisurely." Red Porter and... Oster, coming back from the Tech-Georgia game last Saturday, have sworn a million oath to live the Georgia way. In other words, they are going to let their studies interfere with their college education. Coming into the next period after a long period of overload for those two starbust engineers, Joe Dillard and George Honey, the first official news about Huff's for the Phi Sig of Hoop Almond. Be careful, Hoop, his bread is Buttered on? Red Collins has been seen out with

A freshman in an eastern college got on a street car and asked the motorman where Happy Jesus Boulevard was. It was a very attractive Rebecca Jones. He must be holding up on any of us. "You are looking like he's doing no better, although his sponsor is Pat McCann. He did a "Lotta" hunting up there last week-end. We had to come back with anything in the bag."

**CAMPUS CALENDAR**

**Today**

"Y" Singers, 5:00 P. M.

**Monday**

Anch Dance at Naval Armory, 9:30 P. M.

**Tuesday**

Tech Bible Class, 9:00 A. M.

Pi D. E. Initiation Banquet, Tavern Tea Room, 6:30 P. M.

**Friday**

Kappa Kappa Phi Initiation Banquet, British Diana Hall.

"Y" Singers, 5:00 P. M.

Technique Meeting, 7:30 P. M.

**Saturday**

Monday Night Club, 7:30 P. M.

**Wednesday**

Yellow Jacket Staff Meeting.

**Sociology of Technology**

By Spencer Montgomery

A CENSUS taker asked the woman at the door:

"How many in your family?"

"Four," she said. "My old man, kid, cow and cat."

"And the politics of your family?"

"He's been a Democrat all his life. My kid's a Democrat's kid's, the cow's dry, and the cat's a populist."

—Junior College

**A** College student is like a kwesam lamp, Not, bright.

Sometimes, often goes out at night.

—Log.

**College Boy:** "He was kicked out of school for cheating."

**Second Editor:** "How come?"

**College Boy:** "He was caught counting his riches in a public college."

—Pelican

**One**

Perhaps one of the reasons why there are fewer train wrecks than there are automobile crashes, is due to the fact that an engineer seldom, if ever, tries to reach the fireman.

—Log.

**Three**

Decidedly illuminated Britishers were traveling to London as the train pulled to a stop at a station next to one of the lit trio asked of his well-preserved, "Is this Wembley?"

The second scene he had his head somberly. "No, it isn't," he said, "but it looked up considerably. "To-morrow day. Too. Have's a drink."

—Log.

**You**

Have you ever had measles?" she asked him. "Looking blank and shaking his head, the boy replied:"

"Don't know."

"Have you ever had the mumps?"

"I don't know."

"Have you ever had the smallpox?"

"I don't know."

"Well," asked the exasperated nurse, "have you ever been sick?"

"Yes," replied the freshman, grinning from ear to ear. "What did you have?"

"Pills."

—Vox Populi

**Mr.**

A freshman in an eastern college got on a street car and asked the motorman where Happy Jesus Boulevard was. It was a very attractive Rebecca Jones. He must be holding up on anything at all. "You are looking like he's doing no better, although his sponsor is Pat McCann. He did a "Lotta" hunting up there last week-end. We had to come back with anything in the bag."

**Georgia School of Technology**

"A Technical School With a National Reputation"
Slay Awarded Second Medal By Beaure Arts

R. F. Slay, senior Architectural stu- dent, was awarded a second medal by Beaure Arts Institute of Design in recognition of his work on the problem "A Summer Hotel," it was announced by the Department of Architecture.

Three other Tech architects received honorable mention awards: Barrett, Coleman, Hareton, Hudson, Lewis, Singleton, and J. R. Rowland is senior design

director and Mr. Matt Jorgenson, junior vice president.

Address: Data

Address of employee manager and company in full.

I am graduating from the Georgia School of Technology, in mechanical engineering, in June, 1937, and wish to be considered for a position with your company in this field of work.

Dean Skiles

and he served in that capacity until 1920, when he was made professor of his department. Since 1923, he has been dean of the school, taking only one year in 1920 to receive his D.B. degree at the University of Georgia.

Dean Skiles is the oldest member in point of service on the Tech Athletic Board. He has also been faculty ad- visor to Tech publications for 25 years. For all his close associa- tion with publications, he doesn't enjoy being interviewed.

"I'm not a very interesting sub- ject," he says. "I'm just one of the lookers on the campus last year.

But we disagree. Any man who holds the office of dean and who administers offices as sprit and efficiency as does Dean Skiles, is cer- tainly a person we like to know better.

Weisger Will Address "Y" Cabinet Meeting

Mr. Kendall Weisiger, vice president of the Southern Bell Tele- phone Company, will speak to the bi- weekly meeting of the "Y" Cabinet on Wednesday evening, December 16. Visitors are invited to be present at the meeting.

The speaker is well known to many of the students on the Tech campus, as he has been a frequent visitor to the campus and only last year was dis- cussed in the "Y" Cabinet.

In many ways his out- look is that of the student, for he has seen the "Y" a great deal, working through their problems in line with his regular duty of hiring a number of grad- uates.

Last summer Mr. Weisiger came out of the "Y" to address a meeting very

Rain and Cold Fail To Halt Debaters

Despite rain and freezing weather, the M. L. Brittain Debating Society met in the East Hall on Friday evening, December 11, 1936.

The debate, "Virginia is for Lovers," was the subject debated. Bring- ing out several convincing points, the negatively won a decisive vic­

tory, and the affirmative side realized no financial gain from her position.

R. F. Slay, senior Architectural stu- dent, was awarded a second medal by Beaure Arts Institute of Design in recognition of his work on the problem "A Summer Hotel," it was announced by the Department of Architecture.

Three other Tech architects received honorable mention awards: Barrett, Coleman, Hareton, Hudson, Lewis, Singleton, and J. R. Rowland is senior design
director and Mr. Matt Jorgenson, junior vice president.

Address: Data

Address of employee manager and company in full.

I am graduating from the Georgia School of Technology, in mechanical engineering, in June, 1937, and wish to be considered for a position with your company in this field of work.

Dean Skiles

and he served in that capacity until 1920, when he was made professor of his department. Since 1923, he has been dean of the school, taking only one year in 1920 to receive his D.B. degree at the University of Georgia.

Dean Skiles is the oldest member in point of service on the Tech Athletic Board. He has also been faculty ad- visor to Tech publications for 25 years. For all his close associa- tion with publications, he doesn't enjoy being interviewed.

"I'm not a very interesting sub- ject," he says. "I'm just one of the lookers on the campus last year.

But we disagree. Any man who holds the office of dean and who administers offices as sprit and efficiency as does Dean Skiles, is cer- tainly a person we like to know better.

Weisger Will Address "Y" Cabinet Meeting

Mr. Kendall Weisiger, vice president of the Southern Bell Tele- phone Company, will speak to the bi- weekly meeting of the "Y" Cabinet on Wednesday evening, December 16. Visitors are invited to be present at the meeting.

The speaker is well known to many of the students on the Tech campus, as he has been a frequent visitor to the campus and only last year was dis- cussed in the "Y" Cabinet.

In many ways his out- look is that of the student, for he has seen the "Y" a great deal, working through their problems in line with his regular duty of hiring a number of grad- uates.

Last summer Mr. Weisiger came out of the "Y" to address a meeting very
Coach Alex, giving pointers to Dutch Konemann, Charlie Preston, Ed Jones, Dick Beard, and Scrappy Edwards, on how to befuddle the California Bears when they meet the Jackets on Grant Field December 26.

Konnemann Places
On All-East Team

Two All-East elevens have been selected by the staff of 20 announcers who have broadcast the major football tilts in the East during the past season under the sponsorship of The Atlantic Refining Company. Only a selected number of participants who have participated in games broadcast under the sponsorship of the oil company were considered. Forty-three colleges are represented on the two teams. Those were taken from a list of 70 eligible colleges and universities.

The teams chosen are composed of:

C.A.C. Wins Fencing Tournament

With nearly all the matches complete, the 2nd Coast Artillery Corps has clinched the Championship Cup by winning all its matches. Team by team, they went down in defeat before the flying steel of White, Rippberger, and Hamen, the components of the 2nd C.A.C. team. The team will receive a cup and each member will receive a medal. Of all the fencers of all the teams the best will be given an individual cup. Those to participate in the finals for this cup are White, with 15 wins and two losses, Rippberger with 12 wins and 3 losses, and Hamen, Adi, Waite, and Karp. The Non Military Team and the Navy team are running very close for second place, and the Infantry takes fourth place.

Fletcher Sims Is Proud Father

Everywhere “Fletch” Sims went about the campus Monday, Nov. 30, he was greeted by professors and students alike as “Hello Papa,” followed by congratulations. “Fletch” had a reason to be smiling so, as the stock had just arrived at his home with a 7 pound, 2 oz. boy, which was immediately named Thomas Fletcher Sims III. “Fletch” says, “he takes his looks from his mother, but you may rest assured that he will be a future candidate for quarterback position on the Golden Tornado of 1966.”

Basketball Practice
Now In Full Swing

Georgia Tech's rambling' basketballers have been seriously handicapped in their early season practices by the long football season this year. The varsity has been holding daily practices at the Naval Armory for the past month, minus several of the first-string mainstays. These atheletes have been practicing on the gridiron, and will not be available for practice until after the California game on Dec. 26. It was hoped that a trip to Havana during the Christmas holidays would open the season, but plans for this trip failed to materialize. The complete schedule will be available in next week's issue of The Technique.

Tech Players On
A.S.C. Team


THE TECHNIQUE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
PREPPING FOR THE BEARS

Friday, December 11, 1936

Ten Men Win Varsity Cross - Country Letters

Ten men have won their varsity letters in cross-country this season, and the Tech barriers emerged unscathed for the second consecutive year. Led by “Chick” Aldridge, captain of the team and Southeastern Conference champion, the Jackets how tough opposition furnished by Auburn, Georgia, and Alabama. Coach Griffin has invited the entire team to his guests at an open-hunt, movies of the meet, and a party to be held at his home at 11A Alumni Ave., N. W., at 7:30 P. M. on December 12. The following men have been awarded letters as a reward for their good work this season: Captain Aldridge, Keister, Panbhushan, Hylke, Gillis, Shropshire, Jones, McFarland, Campen, and Maxley.

HILAN THEATRE

SOUTHERN TAILORS

AND

FOR THE BUCKS HEALTH CENTER

LOCATED NEXT DOOR TO THE GEORGIAN TERRACE

PHONE WAINUT 7823 FOR RESERVATIONS

FORGET YOUR WORRIES
Roll Your Troubles Away
AT OUR NEW BOWLING ALLEYS
Located Next Door to the Georgian Terrace

Ideal Sport
for the
Girl Friend

Conveniently Located for
Tech Men

BOWL FOR HEALTH’S SAKE
VISIT THE COPPER BOWL — UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
NEXT DOOR TO THE BOWLING ALLEY

BLICKS HEALTH CENTER
Phone WAlnut 7823 for Reservations

You’ll shed a vacation vexation at once economical stroke. Simply pack up and phone Railway Express when to come. Your baggage will be picked up, shipped on swift express trains, delivered promptly at your home. For the return trip, you merely reverse. No extra charge for pick-up and delivery in cities and principal towns, and the shipping costs are practically negligible, when compared with local draymen’s charges, etc., and the time you spend yourself. Also, Railway Express rates always include insurance up to $50 on each shipment, without extra expense. The main thing is to notify Railway Express when to call. That done, you can climb aboard the train and enjoy the scenery. You’ll be off for a Merry Christmas.

RAILWAY EXPRESS
AGENCY INC.
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE
89-91 Luckie St., N. W.
Main 3471
Depot Office: 205 Mitchell St., S.
Miae 3471
ATLANTA, GA.
First Half of Bowling Tournay Draws To Close

As the Bulldog Bowling Tournay swings in on the home stretch of the first half, four teams are found to be missing "nip and tuck", with two teams tied for the leading position. The results of the December 4th matches are as follows:

Delta Sigma Phi 3—Sigma Alpha Epsilon 0
Phi Gamma Delta 1—Delta Tau Delta 2
Epsilon Phi 5—Phi Sig. Kappa 0
Chi Phi 6—Pi Kappa Alpha 2
Delta Sigma Phi 3—Kappa Sigma 0
Phi Kappa Tau 0—Beta Theta Pi 2
Chi Phi 1—Phi Epsilon Pi 2
Sigma Chi 2—Kappa Alpha 1
Pi Kappa Phi 2—Sigma A. Epsilon 0
Phi D, Theta 3—Alpha Tau Omega 0
Mu Sigma and Bill Roux are bowling nip and tuck, both with high averages of 107. The two with the highest average will be sent, with all expenses paid, to the National Intercollegiate Bowling Tournament at Richmond, Virginia.

The Delta Sigma Phi Pi and the Kappa Phi teams still hold the lead in the following standings:

Wins Losses
Delta Sigma Phi 9 0
Phi Kappa Phi 19 5
Sigma Chi 13 0
Pi Kappa Phi 15 9
Sigma Nu 13 11
Pi Kappa Alpha 15 9
Delta Tau Delta 12 12
Sigma Chi 11 13
Phi Sigma Kappa 11 13
Pi Kappa Tau 10 14
Kappa Sigma 8 16
Pi Kappa Alpha 2 9
Phi Delta Theta 11 10
Pi Gamma Delta 9 12
Chi Psi 8 13

In some cases, football seems to run in the family. So it is with the Tharpes of that secluded little hamlet hidden away in the swamps and alligators of South GA, (You might show this to the Chamber of Commerce, Stony?) known to the natives as Moultrie.

Back in 1924, Nunc's big brother, Dutch Konemann, Ga. Tech R.H. G. was selected as a captain of the Military. Among the ladies he is known as "Dutch."
Oglethorpe Univ. To Build Pyramid

(Continued from Page 1)

Inter-fraternity council. He is trea­

urer of the Student Council.

Bob Johnston: Tau Beta Pi; Honor

Roll; Technique and Blue Print Staffs;

Freshman golf; President Pi D. E.;

President Alpha Chi Sigma; Presi­

dent A. I. Ch. E.; Inter-fraternity

Council; Debating Team; and Major

of 3rd Battalion.

D. L. Echols: Honor Roll; Business

manager Yellow Jacket; Technique

and Blue Print staffs; Freshman

Track; Pi D. E.; Sciencia; Scabbard

and Blade; Bulldog; Debating Socie­

ty; Captain R.O.T.C.; and President

of Phi Delta Theta social fraternity.

Jimmy Ramage: Honor Roll;

Technique, Yellow Jacket and Blue

Print Staffs; President Scientia;

President Yellow Jacket Club; Mar­

ionettes; Bulldog; Scabbard and

Blade; Debating; Cheer leader; Inter-

fraternity Council; and Major R. O.

T. C.

Jack McKinnon: Phi Kappa Phi;

Phi Eta Sigma; Honor Roll; Gold

“T”; Editor Technique; Blue Print

and Yellow Jacket staffs; Pi D. E.;

Sciencia; “T” Singers; and Vice-

President Y.M.C.A.

George Bevis (Co-op): Tau Beta

Pi; Honor Roll; Gold “T”; President

Briarman Society; Vice president

Deep Sky; Debating; Pi Tau Sigma;

Student Council.

Yellow Jacket Club
Holds Banquet

The annual Yellow Jacket Club Banquet will be held tonight at six
o'clock in the Tech dining hall. Coach
Alexander will be the principal speak­
er of the evening.

The banquet is usually given in the
spring after the election of officer.
However, it is being held earlier in
order that the Co-ops who have
worked faithfully may have an op­
portunity to attend.

HARPER’S

COLONIAL FLOWER SHOP

1094 Peachtree HEm. 1181

PLACE YOUR ORDERS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS NOW!

“Official Fraternity Jewelry”

Your Fraternity Coat of Arms

Adds Distinction to

Your Gift

Compacts—Bracelets—Rings—Novelties

L. G. Balfour Co.

E. B. Durham Jewelry Co.

14 WALTON STREET

“Across from Muse’s”

...out of the

Horn of Plenty

come the good things

that smokers enjoy

...for the good things

smoking can give you

...enjoy Chesterfields

Copyright 1936, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.